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Protecting Apis:
An Uphill Battle
Legacy application security approaches
leave gaps in protection
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Executive Overview
With applications an increasingly critical priority in organizations and the pace of development accelerating,
application programming interfaces (APIs) are a vital part of every software application. Since APIs are the
“connective tissue” that holds together the different parts of a piece of software, securing them is a critical priority
for any organization. Unfortunately, too many companies struggle with application security in general, not to mention
complex elements like APIs.
While most organizations include APIs in their regular security scans of software, legacy application security testing
tools perform even more poorly with APIs than they do with standard code. There are at least three special problems
with traditional scans that impact API security: 1) a lack of continuous testing, 2) a lack of visibility into the routes
actual users take in the software and data structures needed to test the API, and 3) a lack of actionable information
to help prioritize the riskiest vulnerabilities for quicker remediation.

Fixing a vulnerability gets more expensive as the
development process gets further from where the
Error was introduced.4
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As digital transformation permeates the economy, organizations in all industries rely on software applications for
virtually every aspect of operations, from sales to marketing and from product development to manufacturing. As one
observer notes, “[Applications] have become the business imperative, the key conduit to customers, and the essential
business enabler.” 1
Software engineers have responded to the increasing urgency to deliver applications by creating ways to develop
them more quickly and ef ciently. Methodologies like Agile and DevOps streamline processes and rely heavily
on open-source code and microservices to prevent developers from “reinventing the wheel” for every element
of a program.

APIs Bring It All Together
APIs are, in many ways, the glue that holds these different elements together. More speci cally, they allow different
applications—or different elements within a single application—to communicate with each other within speci ed
parameters. The use of API toolsets accelerates development cycles and introduces standardization into these
interactions. Indeed, more and more applications are now built using an API- rst design.
Internal APIs standardize the way that different elements of a program interact, helping “organize code and make
components more reusable.” 2 External or public APIs enable different pieces of software to work together, and
facilitate user interactions with a web application. While APIs have been a tool in a developer’s toolbox for decades,
they are increasingly common for today’s software architectures. One recent survey found that 67% of respondents
expected to use APIs more frequently in 2020 than in 2019—and only 6% expected to use them less. 3

Struggles in Managing API Security Risks
Unfortunately, APIs can also be a source of security risk for organizations. 4 Big-name brands like Venmo, 5 Facebook,6
and Capital One7 have had publicized API breaches in recent years, each affecting tens of millions of records.
Clearly, API security is a work in progress at many organizations. Recent research by Forrester8 finds that
organizations struggle to even assemble a complete and accurate inventory of all APIs in use—let alone ensure
that they are free of vulnerabilities. One recent survey found that 88% of organizations use more than 500 APIs—
and 63% use more than 1,000.9 Keeping track of them can be a daunting task for security teams that are often
already overwhelmed.

PROBLEMS WITH LEGACY TOOLS
APIs that are a part of software development are typically subjected to the same application security scanning tools
and processes used for the rest of the application. However, legacy tools were not built for the pace and complexity
of today’s software development, and they have well-documented problems protecting the applications themselves.10
For APIs, traditional application security testing tools are arguably even less effective. This ineffectiveness can be
broken down into three de ciencies: testing is not continuous, visibility into routes is not provided, and automated
remediation prioritization is missing.
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[M]isconfigured or otherwise vulnerable apis can amount
to the digital version of unlocked doors or broken
windows, making just about every ‘room’ in the house
available.11

API Testing is Not Continuous
At most organizations, APIs are included in the regular application security testing processes, which are anything
but continuous. These scans are often done on a fairly regular basis. In fact, one major application security testing
vendor found that vulnerability scans must be run every day in order to keep the mean time to remediation (MTTR)
of vulnerabilities below 60 days.12 But this frequency may not be possible at many organizations, due to insufficient
application security staff or simply a decision to prioritize speedy development.
Even if a company is doing scans every day, the information from the scans is not available right away. Recent
research found that application security testing scans take three hours or more at 91% of organizations—and eight
hours or more at 45% of organizations.13 But this is just the start of the process.
Scan results are produced in a lengthy PDF report that must be triaged and diagnosed by application security
specialists. Overall, the process of analyzing and triaging alerts takes an hour or more per alert at most companies.14
Considering that many scan reports contain hundreds of alerts, this can tally into a huge time expenditure.
Of course, this wasted time also translates into a significant delay in getting actionable information to developers
so they can perform remediation. By this time, the issue may be several days old. Additional scans may have already
been done, and developers have certainly moved on to subsequent steps of their work.
A lack of continuous scanning with real-time feedback complicates remediation because of the time lapse between
a vulnerability being placed in an application and when developers are notifed. And the later a vulnerability is
discovered, the more expensive it is to fix.15

[L]egacy security tools simply don’t perform well in
changing environments like the cloud, containers, or
microservices.”16
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API Testing Does Not Bring Visibility into Routes
The purpose of developing software is not simply to amass lines of code. Rather, applications are meant to be used
by human beings, who interact with them in specific ways. In modern applications, these interactions are often
enabled and controlled by APIs. These data flows, or “routes,” are also the ways that adversaries can find and exploit
vulnerabilities.
Static vulnerability scanning has almost no visibility into how the software will actually be used, but rather looks for
strings of code that might be a red flag for a vulnerability. Many vulnerabilities are not apparent until a user executes
a particular route within the application. As a result, tools often require manual engagement to understand how an
API should be evaluated and how the public and private APIs connect.
And even the vulnerabilities that are caught by a static scan may be more difficult to remediate because of a lack of
background information about the route.
Dynamic scanning attempts to replicate a real user once an application has reached the stage where the software
can be executed. But dynamic tools have trouble navigating the complexities of APIs, which makes it difficult for them
to generate well-formed requests for testing.17 Specifically, manual work often must be done to analyze what data
structures and values will cause the API to execute a valid condition. The result is that this attempt at runtime analysis
may miss vulnerabilities in APIs altogether.
A lack of visibility into routes creates one additional problem: alerts about vulnerabilities that pose no risk to an
organization. When open-source content—including APIs—is incorporated into a piece of software, there may be
extraneous portions of that code that are not used by the software. If a vulnerability does not lie on any of the
possible routes that a user could take through the application, it poses no risk to an organization. A lack of visibility
into routes results in wasted developer time with unnecessary remediation.

[S]tatic testing methods cannot provide a clear picture
or complete visibility of the application attack surface.18
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API testing does not support prioritization of remediation
While every organization should have a goal of remediating every vulnerability that poses any risk at all, the
sheer number of vulnerabilities means that prioritization is the key to minimizing risk. Research by Contrast Labs
consistently shows that between 97% and 99% of applications in development have at least one vulnerability, and
those that have any vulnerabilities average 50-plus per application.19 With these numbers, it is important to have an
idea of the relative risk posed by each vulnerability.
This is a big drawback to legacy application security testing tools, whether for regular code or for APIs. Static and
dynamic scans simply provide lists of alerts. Once the large number of false positives are weeded out, security teams
are left to figure out which vulnerabilities should be addressed first.
One resource for open-source vulnerabilities is the Common Vulnerability Scoring System (CVSS), used to rate the
severity of entries in the Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures (CVE) database. However, these scores are general
and do not take into account the specific needs of an organization—or even what industry that company is a part of.
And even this resource is not available for vulnerabilities that occur in custom code. In the end, staff can spend so
much time analyzing the risk posed by each vulnerability that little progress is made on actual remediation.

As vulnerabilities are remediated faster—especially those
that are serious—the risk posed by the application attack
surface diminishes. 20
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Conclusion
With the number of APIs found in many organizations’ roster of applications ballooning into the hundreds or
thousands, it is critical for organizations to find a workable way to identify vulnerabilities in a timely manner, prioritize
them for remediation, and ensure that no API vulnerabilities are present when an application goes into production.
This goal of “shifting left”21 is complicated by a lack of continuous scanning, missing route visibility, and no automated
way to prioritize vulnerabilities.
As the pace of digital transformation continues to increase, APIs will likely grow in number and importance at most
organizations in the coming years. This will only complicate and exacerbate the problems discussed in this white
paper. The result will likely be more well-publicized breaches that are traced to poorly protected APIs—at widely
recognized brands and obscure ones alike. A better solution is needed—one that provides real-time vulnerability
feedback based on the ways users will interact with the software.
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Contrast Security provides the industry’s most modern and comprehensive Application
Security Platform, removing security roadblocks inefficiencies and empowering enterprises to write
and release secure application code faster. Embedding code analysis and attack prevention directly
into software with instrumentation, the Contrast platform automatically detects vulnerabilities while
developers write code, eliminates false positives, and provides context-specific how-to-fix guidance
for easy and fast vulnerability remediation. Doing so enables application and development teams to
collaborate more effectively and to innovate faster while accelerating digital transformation initiatives.
This is why a growing number of the world’s largest private and public sector organizations rely on
Contrast to secure their applications in development and extend protection in production.
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